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Zelda explorer's guide worth it

You are browsing the GameFAQs Message Board as a guest. Sign up for free (or Log in if you already have an account) to be able to broadcast messages, change how messages are displayed and view media in the post. Haven't played a game yet and can buy a game on Target resulting in $45 now. But also look at Amazon and they sold the game with the Explorer Guide to
retail at $60. I wonder if the explorer's guide is worth getting? Is it like some tips and pictures or is it like a strategy guide? Not sure if I want to save $15 or just get the package collector section. Save money and do as much as you can yourself. There's always the internet if you get stuck. Broodwich cannot be disassewed or taken apart! Obviously it can, because I just do!
Rustykranz posted ... Save money and do as much as you can yourself. There's always the internet if you get stuck.sounds good. thank you! There was no attempt. This game is all about your own experiences and trying to figure things out on your own. Enjoy! Broodwich cannot be disassewed or taken apart! Obviously it can, because I just did! The Explorer Guide seems like a bit
of an oxymoron. Whether you want to explore or you want a guide. There's merit for both. Most people prefer to explore themselves the first time. I did. Although I will admit, I wish I had just followed the path presented before I was more often. Welcome to the Internet, where stating your opinion is a declaration of war. Images are not available forColour: Hey guys, so I plan on
buying a switch for my boyfriend for Christmas but I also want to get him a copy of Breath of the Wild. I look for Black Friday this year Walmart has sales for $49 for the Explorers Edition. So is it worth getting him that or I just have to buy a regular copy that I can get a discount. Thanks.Page 2 14 comments MangaComics MusicBooksSheet
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